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Defragilization in Optimal Design and its Application
to Fixed Structure LQ Controller Design

Torbjörn Norlander and Pertti M. Mäkilä, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this work, we present a general methodology to
address the recently debated fragility issue in optimization-based
modern control systems design. Based on this methodology we
have developed a defragilization procedure which is applied
to fixed structure linear quadratic (LQ) control design. Issues
regarding computational efficiency of the procedure and the
relationship between controller fragility and controller param-
eterization are discussed via two examples taken from practical
applications. The first example is based on a rotary cement kiln
control application and the latter example on a wing flutter control
application. The procedure could also be used in design problems
with specifications which are related to controller nonfragility
requirements, e.g., so as to allow some degree of controller on-line
tuning.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY there has been a lively debate about claimed
fragility of controllers designed by modern control design

methods [such as linear quadratic (LQ),, or control].
This debate was initiated in [7] and several papers discussing the
subject have followed, see, e.g., [2], [11], [17], and references
therein.

In the present work fragility in optimization is discussed from
a more general point of view, i.e., controller fragility is inter-
preted as an example of a general phenomenon in minimization
of some, say, continuous function for in some set . Let

denote a minimizer of in and is some point
close to , yet is considerably larger than , while
there exists some point such that attains values
only slightly larger than for any point close to . Then

might well be preferred over , say as an optimal design as
one can never rule out inaccuracies during manufacturing, im-
plementation, etc. of the optimal design. Hereafter we will call
the optimization problem fragile when the above phenomenon
occurs.

It is important to understand that controller fragility should
not be regarded as an isolated problem but should instead be
discussed together with the topic of controller parameterization
(controller structure). It is important to choose a good structure
for the controller as illustrated in [17]. Furthermore the choice of
structure is not only important to consider in the design stage but
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also in the implementation step. See the survey by Hanselmann
[5] for a thorough discussion on this subject, and the book by
Moroney [14] where both design and implementation issues are
discussed.

In this paper, we will describe how nonfragile optimal solu-
tions can be accomplished by introducing a defragilization pro-
cedure. We will further discuss how this procedure can be ap-
plied on fixed structure LQ controller design. A brief discussion
of controller parameterizations is included in the paper as this
is closely related to fixed structure controller design. Interesting
related recent work on nonfragile fixed structure LQ control de-
sign has been described in [3] and [6], where the term resilient
controller design is used for nonfragile controller design. The
procedure presented in this paper could also be applied with de-
sign methods which take into account other performance cri-
teria, such as fixed structure design. This is, however, not
considered in the present work.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
defragilization in optimal design is discussed. In Section III, de-
fragilization is applied on controller design, specifically fixed
structure LQ control design. An algorithm is given illustrating
how to compute a defragilized controller using a modified de-
scent Anderson–Moore method. Two examples are included in
Section IV to illustrate the ideas of this work in practical ap-
plications. The first example is based on a digital control appli-
cation for an industrial dry process rotary cement kiln and the
second example on a wing flutter control problem.

II. DEFRAGILIZATION IN OPTIMAL DESIGN

An optimal design problem can be formulated as that of mini-
mizing some real-valued criterion function over in some
set . The set could be, e.g., the set of all-tuples of real
numbers. Let denote a minimizer of in . Let
be calledan optimal designfor the pair .

However, the above standard optimal design problem and its
solution leaves many questions open. One of these questions is
related to how accurately the optimal design is actually real-
ized, manufactured or implemented in the real world, e.g., if
denotes the size and geometry variables for some engineering
component, then clearly can be only realized within some
finite tolerance. Hence if the optimal design is fragile in the
sense that a small change in can result in a design criterion
( ) value that is much larger than , then one is left with
the impression that is not really the true optimal design from
an engineering point of view. That is, it is in general important
to understand the behavior of the criterion functionin more
detail: it does not suffice to determine a minimizer of!
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Fig. 1. Illustration of example 2.1, where we have useda = 1, b = �100 and two cases with� chosen as� = 0:2 (case 1) and� = 0:4 (case 2).

Another open question has to do with computational issues.
Let denote some nonempty open set in the Euclidean space
of -tuples of real numbers. What if is not very smooth, say,
continuous but not differentiable at a finite number of points in

. Then minimizing in would require nondifferentiable op-
timization (NDO) theory. In this situation first-order sensitivity
analysis would be difficult to do, a fact that restricts, e.g., the
generality of pole-zero sensitivity minimization for addressing
controller fragility [4]. Similarly, numerical NDO is typically
much trickier than solving differentiable optimization problems.
An interesting idea is that addressing fragility in the optimiza-
tion problem directly could result in smooth optimization prob-
lems. Let us consider a simple motivating example.

Example 2.1:Define the function for and
for , where , and . That is

is asymmetric around the origin so that it increases much
steeper for negative than for positive . Let denote
the maximum size of the uncertainty in implementing. Now

is the minimizer of on the real axis. Let
denote the mean value ofin the interval .
It clearly makes sense to minimize rather than to
find a defragilized optimal design for. This is also illustrated
in Fig. 1. We can define the defragilization operatoras the
mean value operator, that is . The defragilized optimal
design is then given as the minimizer of . Note that is a
differentiable function, althoughis not differentiable at .
It is easy to see that the gradient of has a unique zero
at , which is the unique
minimizer of . The minimizer, , of grows linearly
with and so the larger value we choose, the
further moves to the right (on the nonnegative real axis)

of the minimizer of . Clearly there are other ways
to choose the defragilization operator. The main point here
is that this operator will depend on some parameters (here),
which can be used to select the defragilized optimal design in a
sensible manner.

A. A Defragilized Optimization Problem

Let denote a defragilization operator for the pair .
The defragilized optimal design problem is then as follows.

Problem 2.1: The Defragilized Optimal Design Problem:
Minimize in .

Let be in the sequel the Euclidean space of all-tuples
of real numbers. (This choice is for illustration purposes only.
Much more general situations can be considered in a similar
manner.) We shall assume (for notational convenience) that the
variables are normalized so that each variable can be assumed
to have equal uncertainty from the point of view of realization
of the computed designs. Let denote the maximum (ad-
ditive) uncertainty in each of the componentsof . (It would
also be possible to consider relative, or multiplicative, uncer-
tainties.) Let denote the -dimensional cube centered at

with side length . So the volume, , of
is .

Definition 2.1: Define the defragilization operator as

(1)

with the mean value function of defined as

(2)
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where the integral denotes a multiple Riemann integral over the
cube .

We have the following result.
Theorem 2.1:Let be a continuous function in . Then

is a continuously differentiable function in. Furthermore, the
gradient of is given as

...

...

...

...

(3)

where and the integration is done over an
-dimensional cube.
In the one-dimensional (1-D) case the cube reduces to

the interval . The derivative of
is then obtained from the definition of the derivative as

(4)

The above derivative is a difference quotient ofand is thus
clearly a continuous function of for a continuous function .
The proof of Theorem 2.1 now follows from the 1-D case but
due to lack of space the details are omitted here.

The defragilized optimal design problem invites a very inter-
esting definition of a strong form of optimality.

Definition 2.2: A point such that minimizes
in for any is called astrongly optimal solution, or
design, to the design problem : minimize in .

Consider the 1-D case.
Proposition 2.1: Let be the set of all real numbers. Let

be a continuous function on. Let be symmetric with respect
to the point , that is let for any real

. Furthermore, let be strictly increasing for . Then
is a strongly optimal design for the pair .

Proof: First note that by the symmetry property, is
strictly decreasing for , that is
for any . Note also that by (4), using symmetry and
the strictly increasing property of, for
and for , and . Hence
is the unique minimizer of for any . (Note that is
also the unique minimizer of.) This proves the result.

This agrees well with the intuition that in a symmetric opti-
mization situation , the minimizer, , of is somehow
stronger as there is no reason to prefer any other point

due to the lack of any asymmetry in the behavior ofwith re-
spect to . Hence in such a situation defragilization does not
change anything.

Defragilized optimal design problems have thus many inter-
esting properties. It is also possible to study the defragilization
operator of Definition 2.1 as an operator, say on the linear
normed space of bounded real-valued continuous func-
tions on the set, , of all -tuples of real numbers. (This linear
space has the norm sup .) The induced norm
of is then defined as

(5)

The following result is useful.
Proposition 2.2:

(6)

Proof: It follows from the definition of the operator just
before Theorem 2.1 that for any .
Take to be any nonzero real constant. For such a function

. This proves the result.
That is, has unit operator norm. This is another indication

that the defragilization operator has nice properties and pro-
vides typically a regularization and smoothing effect.

It is somewhat surprising that standard treatises of optimiza-
tion theory do not consider fragility issues, although they are
clearly most interesting in optimal design theory.

Let us next derive a result that gives further insight into de-
fragilized optimization problems.

Theorem 2.2:Let be the quadratic function

(7)

where
real number;
vector in ;

positive definite (symmetric) matrix.
Consider the defragilized function , where is defined as
earlier and is a positive number. Then the unique mini-
mizer, , of is given by

(8)

and the minimum (value) of by

tr (9)

where denotes the trace of a square matrix. That is, the point
is a strongly optimal solution to the problem of minimizing

in .
Proof: By direct integration one variable at time, it is seen

that

tr (10)

Hence the unique minimizer of is given by the unique min-
imizer of , that is by as given above. The minimum value
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of , as given above, follows then automatically. It is further-
more observed that as the unique minimizer of does not
depend on the value of , is also a strongly optimal so-
lution to the problem of minimizing. This completes the proof.

This result means also that for a quadratic functionthe gra-
dient satisfies

(11)

and the Hessian matrix (matrix of second-order partial deriva-
tives) similarly

(12)

Hence, if we were to minimize iteratively, when is a
quadratic function, by any method that uses only function
values, the gradient, and the Hessian matrix, then this would
lead to the same sequence of-values as that of minimizing
itself iteratively. This means that in the general case whenis
not quadratic, we cannot use the computationally simple idea
of approximating locally by a quadratic function and to use
the so obtained minimizer of the defragilized version of this
quadratic approximation as the next iterate ofand so on. This
is so because such a sequence would at best converge so as to
minimize but not if the minimizers of and are not
the same.

The above result shows also that third- and higher order prop-
erties of a general smooth function have significance in defrag-
ilized optimization problems.

III. D EFRAGILIZATION IN CONTROLLER DESIGN

Work on certain optimal controller realization problems with
regard to finite word length (FWL) effects in digital control sys-
tems has been documented in [4], [9], [14], and [21]. Most of
this work either considers first-order pole-zero sensitivity min-
imization or probabilistically modeled FWL effects in control
signal computations and so this work does not provide a direct
solution of the fragility issue raised in [7]. It seems that defrag-
ilization operator techniques as discussed in the present work
provide a natural tool to address controller fragility.

It is very common to model systems from an input–output
point of view using expanded transfer function models (in fact
standard books on system identification deal mostly with such
models). In the single-input single-output (SISO) case the ex-
panded transfer function model is given by

(13)

where and are coprime
polynomials (i.e., they have no common factors). Similarly con-
trollers are often designed and expressed in expanded transfer
function form.

It is, however, important to understand that the expanded
transfer function form is problematic for medium- and
high-order controllers (medium order meaning here 4–6 and
high-order ). A dramatic way of illustrating this problem is
provided by the following example.

Example 3.1:Consider the fragility of the roots of the poly-
nomial , where , as a function of the
order (degree) . has a multiple root at . In expanded
form the polynomial . Consider
the perturbed polynomial . Thus is
otherwise the same as except for a relative error of
in the zero order coefficient of . The perturbed polynomial

has the roots , .
Take to be an odd integer. The root with largest absolute value
is then given by . Hence the smallest relative error
to make the perturbed polynomial unstable is determined from
the condition . This gives

(14)

that is for the required relative error tends to zero
exponentially in !

Other similar examples (without repeated roots) can be readily
constructed leading to the conclusion that the roots of extended
form polynomials tend to become extremely sensitive or fragile
to small changes or inaccuracies in the polynomial coefficients
with increasing order of the polynomials. This gives a nice moti-
vation for defragilized optimal fixed structure control problems.
Note also that in general different realizations will perform dif-
ferently in a defragilized optimal control problem, so this gives
an interesting technique to choose a good realization.

Note that the dynamic control law

(15)

(16)

corresponds just to one particular realization from a set of real-
izations that can be obtained from the above law by applying a
similarity transformation on the state . The above dynamic
control law can then be written as, denoting

(17)

(18)

Now the expanded transfer function form corresponds to
choosing in a companion matrix form. Often better realiza-
tions from the point of view of pole-zero fragility are obtained
by transforming the expanded transfer function form so that

becomes block diagonal (small block sizes suffice),
e.g.,sothat thetransformedrealizationcorrespondstoapole-zero
factored transfer function form (that is to a cascade, or serial,
connection of first– and second-order transfer function blocks).
This is further illustrated in example 4.2. On the importance of
good controller realizations see also [1], [8] and [20].

A. Introduction to Fixed Structure LQ Control

Fixed structure LQ control is a design method where the order
and the structure (or parameterization) of the controller are de-
fined by the user. The method can be described as a tuning tech-
nique to optimally tune the parameters of the controller so that
a discrete LQ criterion is minimized. A good starting point for
the interested reader is [12]. In the present paper we will only
give a brief introduction to fixed structure control.
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Consider the discrete state-space system

(19)

(20)

(21)

where
state;
input;
output;

and are zero mean white noise processes with covariance
matrices and , respectively, and with crossco-
variance . (Here denotes ex-
pectation.)

The main problem in fixed structure LQ control design can
be formulated as follows.

Problem 3.1: Find a discrete fixed structure controller gain
matrix , such that the static output feedback control law
(21) minimizes the discrete loss function

(22)

where and are to be interpreted as
(second-order/weakly) stationary processes and

and denotes the spectral
radius.

Alternatively, can be expressed as an infinite summa-
tion as follows:

(23)

(This latter expression allows the stochastic process to
evolve from an arbitrary initial condition for at .)

Remark: In a similar manner it is possible to formulate the
sampled-data control problem, see [16].

A popular way to solve problem 3.1 is to introduce the loss
increment technique, with the loss increment defined as

where and . A series
expansion of the loss increment can be formulated as

(24)

where represents the second-order terms inof (24) and
is such that

(25)

The loss increment thus gives us information about the gradient

of the loss function. The loss increment for (22) is

(26)

and the gradient is thus

(27)

where and . Here and
are solutions to the algebraic Lyapunov equations

(28)

(29)

For a detailed description on how to determine the loss incre-
ment see [15].

By utilizing the structure of the loss increment in (24) it is
possible to develop convergent methods to find the optimum
(satisfying ) if there exists any, e.g., the descent
Anderson–Moore method. The loss increment concept has been
instrumental in rigorous proofs of convergence for many im-
portant algorithms for solving the necessary optimality con-
ditions of the linear quadratic instantaneous output feedback
problem, see [12] for a survey. It is also true that numerically
efficient methods for solving the LQ instantaneous output feed-
back problem provide the most general and robust approach for
solving the optimal state feedback matrix in linear quadratic
control. This is especially important in multiple criteria LQ con-
trol as then the standard assumptions for LQ problems are some-
what restrictive, see [10] and [18].

B. Defragilization in Fixed Structure LQ Control Design

Let us approximate the defragilization operatorby a sim-
pler average by partitioning the cube into a finite number,

, of equal sized parts and picking from each part a point
. That is by approximating the Riemann inte-

gral defining by a certain Riemann sum. We can define this
operation as a new defragilization operator

(30)

The gradient of can now be computed easily from that of
(so it is assumed now thatis a differentiable function) as

(31)

That is toevaluate thegradientof at weneed toevaluate the
gradient of at different points in the cube . Obviously,
the quantities , can be chosen in many ways.
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To apply the defragilization procedure to the fixed structure
LQ control problem, define a defragilized fixed structure LQ
control problem as follows.

Problem 3.2: Find a fixed structure controller ,
such that the discrete static output feedback control law

minimizes a defragilized form of the loss func-
tion in (22), defined as , with respect to the controller
feedback matrix , where the definition of is adapted from
(30) and is defined in problem 3.1.

The loss increment expression suggests several methods for
finding a minimizer of the defragilized loss function . The
simplest of these methods is a direct generalization of the de-
scent Anderson–Moore method using a simple step length rule
as follows. The algorithm is called here the defragilized descent
Anderson–Moore (DDAM) method.

Algorithm DDAM:
1. Let be an initializing feed-
back matrix. Let be well defined.
Choose and an integer . Com-
pute and . Put .
2. If then stop with suc-
cess flag up else go to step 3.
3. Set . If stop with noncon-
vergence flag up else continue to step 4.
4. Compute

(32)

5. Set and compute
.

6.If and , and
then set and

go to step 2 else set and go to
step 5.
End of Algorithm DDAM.

To prove global convergence of the DDAM algorithm to a
stationary point of the loss function , it is in fact better
to refine the step length rule in the DDAM somewhat, see [12]
for details, but the above step length rule is usually satisfactory.

IV. DEFRAGILIZATION EXAMPLES

Below we give two illustrative examples. The first example il-
lustrates some computational aspects of defragilized fixed struc-
ture LQ control. The second example illustrates that different
controller parameterizations behave differently against coeffi-
cient variations, even if the same design criterion has been min-
imized in the design. We have used MATLAB version 5.2 in
our computations and the dlyap function of the Control Systems
Toolbox has been employed to solve standard Lyapunov equa-
tions.

Example 4.1:This example is from [13] and [19], where an
application on digital control of a dry process rotary cement kiln
is described. The identified model was

(33)

where is white noise with covariance matrix

(34)

The control criterion is from [13]

(35)

where

(36)

Let the control law be

(37)

By defining the state vector we can
write the system (33) as a standard state-space system with three
states. Consider then the minimization of a defragilized loss
function .

We computed the optimal feedback gain matrixusing the
DDAM algorithm for

(38)

where contains the center point and the corner points
, of two hypercubes. (Here de-

notes any matrix of the same dimensions aswith elements
.) Let dim dim . Hence . Put

.
The algorithm was initialized with a zero matrix , and

as the stopping criterion for the 2-norm of the
gradient of . This resulted in

(39)

with . It took only 12 iteration steps (that
is, 12 gradient evaluations of were required) and 1.25
evaluations per iteration step to reach the result!

Note that the LQG controller computed for the system (33) in
[13] has 12 coefficients but only marginally better nominal per-
formance than the best proportional controller with four param-
eters only. A four-parameter controller was implemented suc-
cessfully [13], [19].

The next example illustrates that the controller structure
should be chosen with care in the design in order to minimize
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risks with controller fragility. It also demonstrates how fixed
structure LQ control design can be utilized to compare, not
only different orders of the controller, but also different choices
of controller parameterizations still using the same design
criterion.

Example 4.2:The system model is taken from a research
project at Volvo Aero Corporation where wing flutter control
is studied. The main issue is to study if active control of a wings
trailing edge flap could be used to minimize flutter and in this
way increase the flight envelope. We will use this system in the
present work to discuss some practical properties with defrag-
ilized fixed structure LQ control.

The identified model of the system is

with the matrices shown at the bottom of the page andand
are uncorrelated white noise sequences with
and .

As an initial attempt we designed an LQG controller, using
standard analytical methods found in MATLAB, for the system
minimizing the loss function (22). The realization that were
chosen for the LQG controller is given by (15) and (16) with

. After some tuning of the weight matrices we received
good behavior with

As the open-loop loss for the system is and
the achieved closed-loop loss using the LQG controller was
158.3274, a considerable reduction of the loss was achieved.
However the designed LQG controller of order 5 has 35 parame-
ters to implement which often is far too many for practical appli-
cations. If we instead define a state vector, output signal and con-
trol signal as
and , where is the state vector
of the controller. Then it is possible to use fixed structure LQ
control design (e.g., a simpler form of DDAM with )
to design optimal LQ controllers of any order for the system.
The achieved optimal closed-loop loss values for controller

TABLE I
OPTIMAL LOSSVALUES FORDIFFERENTORDERS(n ) OF THECONTROLLER

orders from 1 to 5 are given in Table I. It is seen that a
third-order controller has almost identical performance as the
LQG controller designed with analytical methods, but with 20
parameters LESS! Furthermore, the first-order controller with
three parameters has only slightly higher loss compared to the
LQG controller.

A more attractive parameterization for practical controllers is
the transfer function form (or input–output form) as these con-
trollers often are more intuitive and easier to implement (less
computations) than state-space controllers. We have therefore
designed two second-order controllers in transfer function form,
one in expanded transfer function form ( ) and the other
in pole-zero factored transfer function form ( )

both controllers minimizing the same control criterion as the
LQG controller. Note that only has real poles. We have
for this case computed two optimal feedback gain matrices
and with the DDAM algorithm for (22) using for the
augmented state- and output vector

and
, with . For

we have used the state-space representation defined above
with and in modal form, i.e., letting the coeffi-
cients , and after the optimum is
found transformed into . Parameters for the designed
expanded transfer function controller () and the pole-zero
factored transfer function ( ), are given in Tables II and III.
The closed-loop performance is the same for both of these con-
trollers (see also the second-order state-space controller), i.e.,

(with a slight abuse of notation),
as it should (if we expand we get as expected).
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TABLE II
PARAMETER VALUES FORCONTROLLERSK AND K

TABLE III
PARAMETER VALUES FORCONTROLLERSK AND K

But let us now return to the issue of controller fragility. We
examine the sensitivity of the closed loop with respect to adjust-
ments in the controller, e.g., in the denominator parameters (,

, and ). Then it is seen that for we can allow
any adjustments in and up to (from their nom-
inal values) without risking instability. This is not possible for

where the maximum deviation is only in and
. Clearly the two controllers are not identical in the sense of

controller fragility.
Consider now that we nevertheless choose to use the parame-

terization used in and that we want to increase the tol-
erance against variations in and , e.g., so that changes up
to can be allowed without risking instability (same as for

). We have for this case computed an optimal feedback
gain matrix with the DDAM algorithm for (38) using the
augmented state- and output vector and , with

, where the min and max value of
and are given as and , respectively.

We have used so that we could get two equally spaced
intervals (with five indexes each) around both and . The
parameters for this controller ( ) are given in Table II and the
optimal averaged loss is . As the (nom-
inal) loss is , it is clearly only a small degra-
dation in (nominal) performance that we have to allow when
using defragilization in this case (compare with ). We
could also mention that , so a substan-
tial reduction of averaged loss has been achieved.

To illustrate this further we have designed a controller ()
of the form with the same defragilization criterion as

using and
(min and max value of and dependent on and for
this case ). We then got and

, i.e., a large reduction in the averaged loss but only a
minor increase in the nominal loss. Notable here is that in this
case we have a pole-zero cancellation in the controller so the
resulting controller is actually a first-order controller! Finally
we can mention that the parameters and in can
be adjusted from their nominal values without risking
instability. Any of the parameters in the first-order controller

can be adjusted before instability occurs in the
closed-loop system.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a general methodology to address the re-
cently debated fragility issue in optimization based modern con-

trol systems design. Based on this methodology we have derived
a defragilization procedure for fixed structure LQ control de-
sign. This procedure has then been used in two realistic exam-
ples based on an industrial dry process rotary cement kiln con-
trol application and on a wing flutter control problem. In the ex-
amples the controller sensitivity could be reduced substantially
without noticeable loss in performance. This procedure would
also allow for some on-line controller tuning which is needed in
many process industry applications (due to demands from the
process operators).
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